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About This Game

Player leads team of 5 miners, who mines deeper and deeper for precious gems and other treasures. Excavations are performed
on a small, but very rich in raw materials, planet called Morg. It is a perfect place for mining. Varied topography and beautiful
scenery encourages for digging. Everyday, miners find lots of rubies, emeralds, gold, diamonds and other treasures which they
have to give back to the owner of all mines. One day, The Mine - owner of all mines on the planet, announced competition for
the best mining team. Winner will receive the first prize - one of the richest mines on the planet! Additionally, winning team
will keep for their own all treasures found during competition. Why dig a whole life for The Mine, if you can dig for yourself

and become the richest miner on the planet?!

However, victory will not come so easy. You will have to beat other teams and watch out for many hostile creatures who live in
the caves. You will also have to cope with the mines itself, as they are placed in really wild and inaccessible places. Luckily,

competition rules allows to use various tools like explosives, mobile teleport or advanced mining tools.

Don’t waste your time and send your application to the competition today!

Game features:

campaign and “free play” modes (20 maps)

4 unique races with their own characteristics
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5 mine graphic sets

21 precious gems to dig and to sell in the bank

6 advanced tools to buy in the shop

72 achievements to get

3 ways to control miners

hand-drawn pictures

map and campaign editor included

half-open game construction
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Great game with a ton of potential, definitely worth a few bucks to pickup.. Hopefully i get a refund... i didnt absolutely hate it.
but couldnt keep playing the fact that you cant sprint drives me insane slowly walking everywhere not for me. but like the idea
just wish it was better executed. the aimming is off too you gotta aim like slightly to the right kinda annoying as well hopefully
it all gets fixed. played out in 0.1h, that's not worth an euro. not even makes fun. On one hand, the game's still unpolished at the
time of this writing. It could use some texture work, balancing, new parts, et cetera. The dev says they're working on it.

On the other hand, the gameplay is neat and the dev is really responsive to bug reports, suggestions, and general requests. And
not touchy about said suggestions, which is a nice change from some other games I've played. :V

In general, within the quests, you go from mission to mission. Every now and then, you'll get jumped by a few ships from a rival
faction - just to keep you on your toes. Weapons include direct fire, missiles, and turrets, The current best strategy seems to be
to load up on shields and just make a Borg cube, but I suspect gameplay will grow in that respect.

Treat it like an early access game without the tag, and... well. I've spent 5 bucks on FAR worse games than this. IMHO, it's a
worthwhile buy, especially at the current price. Get in early, and you can probably help mold the game too.. I love this game you
must like it if play RimWorld, Terraria or Starbound. Don't listen to the bad reviews for this game. The art, style, setting, story,
characters, gameplay and so much more are really dark, gritty, onimous and have a lot of the other aspects that really hit well
with the noir genre. It really feels like you're playing some old Film Noir and really hit home with me as I am a huge fan of the
genre.

The puzzles aren't too cryptic, but aren't too easy. Most take a little bit of thinking without having some ridiculous solution that
makes no sense as I have encountered in other adventure games. The story flows well, has twists and turns and always has a
dark, slightly melancholy feel. The soundtrack is great ((and comes free with the game)) The game brings the suspense, style
and so much more. Unlike many games today, it's really easy to delve into and really become entangled with the plot, characters,
their issues and so much more.

While the game does have a FEW MINOR problems, they are just that. FEW and MINOR. It's a nod to the classic style and feel
of adventure games, in a world where gaming is becoming too mundane and unimaginative. It's a highly underrated game that
deserves so much more. I enjoyed it so much that I will buy the sequel as soon as it comes out.
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Wonderful, hope to get orcs soon!!. Really amazing game. I haven't had this much fun playing a 2d platformer in a long time.
Very well done!. This game is terrible.. Says standing and room scale. This is Definately not something to try as either!! Aside
from the fact you're strapped down on a chair/bed and not standing or walking....the environment doesnt allow free movement
and actually moves with your head movements which very quickly makes you feel sick. Best watched sitting and just turn your
head to avoid any ill feelings.

Nice try but could be improved and seriously remove the standing/roomscale playarea support.

. UPDATED REVIEW: Don\u2019t expect to find anyone playing this online, the multiplayer is pretty much dead. And the
single-player alone is simply not worth the 20$ unless you really like playing with primitive and predictable bots.

I once saw potential in this game but now I\u2019ve lost all hope for it. Oscar Mike VR was released in a bad condition, and
there hasn\u2019t been any effort from the developer to address the issues. In fact we\u2019ve heard NOTHING from the
developer since the game showed up on steam.... Welp, if you love deep-thinking novels, you are gonna enjoy this.

Recommend or Not Recommend, if I have to choose, I`m going with recommend.

The story has this bitterness of a broken love. Its like you wanted all of it to go well but seems like world doesn`t want it that
way. I had a lot of sighs here and there.

The heroine is a bit annoying(Hey, that`s my opinion don`t hit me) but very lovely.
The story has its own style(I think you`d better see it yourself).

This ain`t somekind of japanese doki-doki, light-headed love novel.
No H-scenes.
No laugh-bursting jokes.

But here you can find yourself loving a ghost lady.
That is what matters, really.. This is one of the craziest games EVER. Don't give up. Stick with it. The rewards of getting good
at this game are worth it.. Worth the price? No. Perhaps for 0.99USD it would be worth purchasing.

Too many reviews saying the game is difficult, but I found it to be entertaining. Many other games are much more challenging.
Rogue Legacy for example.

Completed in two hours with 48 deaths.

The use of a gamepad is highly recommended(even though I prefer keyboard for most games) as the sensitivity of the joystick
movements are reflected well in the game, something the keyboard simply cannot currently accomplish. Master the joystick
instead of mashing it around, and you will be able to crush this game and many more.

Lastly, the story is quite poor. The weapon upgrade system and ship upgrade system is a play and learn system, not spoon fed
about what is best or what is worst. Knowing the best weapons and the worst makes most games far too easy. This is just a short
fun retro space sidescrolling shooter with a very weak draw to want to re-play.
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